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The Journey
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[VALUE]

[VALUE]

[VALUE]

[VALUE]
University

Government
Agency
Industry

Other

My PhD student careers
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Publish/patents
Team oriented 
Effective communication 
skills 
Juggle multiple projects 
Real applied research
Budgeting skills 
Work to tight timelines 
Business roadmap

Service
Manage research students 
Teaching skills
Grant writing 
Research funding
Establish yourself as an 
expert 
Quality publications 

Life   after   your PhD

Post-doc

Academic research Industry research
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Preparing for your career 

Identify all your transferable 
skills

Improving communication –
the pitch

Define your network

Plan your roadmap
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• Your valuesPersonal 
characteristics

• Oral communication
• Publications

Communication 
skills

• Laboratory equipment
• Computer skills

Technical skills

• Industry engagement
• Project management & teamwork

Business skills

• Conduct meetings
• Mentoring

Leadership

• Problem solving
• Critical thinking

Analytical skills

Identify your transferable skills
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Craft a short pitch

30 seconds (elevator speech) 
or 
2 minutes (industry pitch)

Content varies with audience
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Define your network
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Family and friends

Your Ajarns

PhD contacts & other alumni

Contacts in Industry & Government

Domestic & International



Plan your roadmap

Know yourself
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Plan your roadmap

Know yourself

Have a clearly defined goal 

Plan your path

Do background research
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after joining a University
Tips to starting research 
after joining a University

Identify research topics that have a good chance 
of success

Communicate with stakeholders

Join a productive team

Establish a collaborative team
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Identify research topics that 
have a good chance of success

Understand how research is funded

Know the national priorities for research
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Australia as an example
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ARC NHMRC

PIR&D AAS

Etc.
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e.g. Grains research in Australia
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Keep up to date with policy settings
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New Ministry? 

Merger of the Science Ministry and the Office of Higher Education 

? New research funds

Higher Education and Research Development Fund to help Thai 
universities climb the world rankings
Competitiveness Fund to help startups
Research and Social Development Fund for Rajabhat universities 

Keep up to date with policy settings
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TeamworkTeamwork

Join a productive team
Research the options
Be flexible, a PhD is a 
training degree
Be realistic 

Establish a collaborative team
Make use of your contacts from your PhD
Other alumni
Networking at conferences
Ajarns
Family and friends
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There’s no one path for all PhDs, so keep your options wide 
open

It is difficult to start research on your own, so join a team or 
build your own team

Identify a research topic that has a good chance of success –
priority for your country

Maintain and grow your networks

Stay positive! 

ConclusionsConclusions
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Thank you!


